Laptop Data Documentation

Data source:  www.pcconnection.com
Data compiled by Lynn Johnson

Variables:

Price: in dollars.
Process: processor speed in Ghz.
Display: screen size in inches.
Toshiba: Dummy = 1 if a Toshiba.
Hpcomp: Dummy = 1 if a HP / Compaq.
Apple: Dummy = 1 if an Apple.
Lenovo: Dummy = 1 if a Lenovo.
Sony: Dummy = 1 if a Sony.
Acer: Dummy = 1 if an Acer.
Dvdrom: Dummy = 1 if has a DVD-rom.
Weight: in pounds
Maxram: Maximum RAM in GB.
Insram: Installed RAM in MB.
Modem: Transfer rate in kbps.
Battery: Average run time in hours.
Warranty: in years.